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Inspirational story

 I can remember well the situation when 

my son (7 years old at the time) got into 

the car in front of the school. One look at 

his face and I knew something was 

wrong. I asked, "How are you today?" 

"Badly!" was the answer. I knew that 

further questioning was pointless. I felt 

the tension was high and I turned to him 

and asked, "Do you want to hear how I 

used to get angry at my school when I 

was your age?" "No!" exclaimed my 

outraged son, but after a while added, 

“Well, okay. If you have to - just tell me 

that". So, I told him a story about how 

hard it was for me to learn spelling rules 

at school. Actually, I still make a lot of 

spelling mistakes and punctuation is 

quite a challenge for me.    

In response to my story, my son started 

asking me some questions. So, I could 

see that his tension was subsiding and 

the space for reflection and 

conversation appeared slowly.  

Speaking the language of self-regulation, 

my son entered the "green" zone. This 

conversation was one of those 

important conversations that help us 

build resources and resilience.   

Children need adult’s support in coping 

with stress and crises. As parents, 

guardians and teachers, we can draw 

inspiration from the self-reg method to 

help children find their own way of self-

regulation.  

The story of the author of the chapter, Jagoda Sikora 
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Introduction  

The chapter on self-regulation was written by a psychologist, a researcher and a university 

lecturer Jagoda Sikora, who is a mother of three children. The text editing and additions are 

made by Aleksandra Mykowska - a psychologist and a mother of two children. 

The concept of self-regulation encourages you to look for your own ways to deal with the 

challenges and stresses of everyday life. It encourages you to look at yourself and others 

with kindness and attention, by optimizing the environment and challenges, instead of 

trying to adapt to them by force. 

These concepts are relatively young and much distinct from traditional self-control 

parenting models where parents taught children to adapt and keep quiet. However, in such 

a paradigm, young people learned how to stop listening to their body, how to stop listening 

to themselves and years later this could transform into various chronic diseases or incorrect 

strategies to cope with stress.  

In line with the concept of self-regulation, you will be encouraged to spot stressors, 

recognize your body's or child's stress signals, and look for coping strategies that optimize 

your inner tension level. It's not about avoiding stress, but learning to optimize your stress 

level. Psychological research confirms that the level of stress keeps rising so that 

constructive ways of regulating it and the tension associated with it become crucial for 

mental and physical health.  

  

Who can benefit the most from learning self-regulation 

Practicing self-observation and self-regulation can bring benefits to many parents. However, 

it seems that those who can benefit most from getting to know the rules of self-regulation 

are: 

● parents who struggle with inner tension and outbursts of anger in themselves and / 

or their child 

Anger is often a signal from the body that you don't care about some aspect of reality. So, if 

anger is a frequent guest at your home, it is worth checking if learning self-regulation can 
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help your family find a way to reduce this tension and anger. This anger can be an important  

signal from the body that something in your life requires to be changed. 

● parents of young children 

Young children bring a lot of changes, additional duties and stressful situations (referred to 

as stressors) to their parents' lives. Parents can feel sleepy and exhausted, often neglect 

their own needs, suppress their emotions and mostly use self-control rather than self-

regulation. Learning about the rules of self-regulation can therefore bring them some relief, 

better functioning, more understanding towards the child and ideas on how to help the  

child to regulate his own well-being.    

● parents in a situation when a child cries a lot, whines, screams, doesn’t want to 

cooperate 

Sometimes children respond to stimuli from the outside world with greater expression and 

self-confidence than adults do. They say it directly, or show through so-called difficult 

behavior, that they are not happy about something. When parents recognize what is causing 

their child's tension and difficult behaviour, they are able to plan some actions to reduce 

these factors. Exposing yourself to stress for a long time, "because you feel obliged to", can 

be harmful to your health. Therefore, the parent may be grateful for these stress signals 

(although it may not be easy) and with mindfulness may look for other strategies to 

accomplish the tasks so that the stress for a child is reduced. 

  

Benefits of applying the rules of self-regulation 

Perhaps, while reading this chapter, you will sometimes think, "Oh, no! Learning self-

regulation must be really hard and there’s so much to do." You may think so, but take it 

easy. 

Learning to self-regulate is a small steps method. You don't have to follow all the 

instructions right away. I encourage you to read this chapter and consider which content 

feels close to you? Which ideas would you like to apply at your home? You can learn self-

regulation and support yourself, but you can also use these exercises to better support your 

children.  

Why is it worth doing? There are many benefits from learning self-regulation.  
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1. Reading body signals 

 

You can learn to better understand what your body and mind want to tell you and what 

they need. Self-regulation teaches you to be more sensitive to signals that come from your 

body and are extremely important. Often in the rush of duties, you may miss the 

information telling you that you are thirsty, hungry or that there is something in your 

environment that makes it difficult for you to function. Learning self-regulation is a process 

in which we try to trust all the messages coming from our body.  

Secondly, learning self-regulation is an extraordinary adventure, thanks to which we deepen 

our self-awareness and get to know ourselves better. Sometimes it is an amazing way to like 

yourself.  

 

2. Better self-knowledge and ability to cope with stress 

 

When you start taking into account the factors that make you feel tired or irritated in your 

daily schedule and you plan a specific "antidote", you may feel better, not only mentally but 

also physically.   

The concept of self-regulation makes it easier to get to know yourself better: what helps you 

to relax, what irritates you and upsets you, what helps you in difficult situations, what is 

better for you to avoid in your life. With this knowledge, you can develop new strategies for 

coping with tension and stress, preventing high tension and implementing the activities or 

habits that regulate this tension. 

  

3. Knowing children better and supporting them in regulating of their 

emotions  

Self-regulation, once you have learnt its rules, may be considered extremely useful in 

identifying the causes of "bad" behavior and bad mood in children. The concept of self-

regulation helps to better understand others, including children, to see the deeper layer 

underneath a child's difficult behavior and understand its source. Thanks to this knowledge, 

you can support children in their emotional and social development. Once you have 

identified what is causing a lot of stress for the child and what helps him to feel better, you 
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are able to plan activities that are taking these preferences into account. You can tell your 

children about it, and they will gain greater insight into themselves as well. 

Knowing self-regulation will not stop you from experiencing stress. Stress is everywhere and 

living without stress… would be extremely stressful. This is such a paradox, because tension 

is an important and necessary reaction of the body and mind. It's worth getting to know and 

tame your stress. 

In Alicja’s and Paweł’s family there was born a second daughter, who turned out to be a 

child requiring much more effort and attention than their first child. She needed to be 

carried a lot and calmed down. While breastfeeding, Alicja also switched to an elimination 

diet as it turned out that this helps to reduce the child's crying.   

As the girl grew up, her parents noticed that after each trip to a new place, the child cries a 

lot in the evenings, that she is not happy to get acquainted with new people, that she likes 

constancy, rituals and little noise. Careful observation and adaptation of family plans to the 

unique needs of a highly sensitive child brought a great improvement.   

 

What is a difference between self-regulation and self-control 

The ability to self-regulate, i.e. to consciously receive signals from our body and head, and to 

act adequately in response to them, is an important and complex competence.  

Among others, it consists of the following skills:  

● recognizing stress signals,  

● recognizing stressors,     

● applying a stress reduction strategy depending on the needs of the individual,  

● building self-awareness, 

● conscious regeneration. 

 

There are many definitions of self-regulation that are often used interchangeably with the 

word "self-control". But actually these are two different mechanisms.   

 

Self-regulation is related to the ability of managing energy and tension levels. It is related 
to self-awareness and the fact that we are able to stop and monitor what is happening in 
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our body and mind. 

 

On the other hand, self-control is related to the ability of control and inhibition of certain 
impulses. There is a reaction to the stimulus - for example, someone comes to us and 
starts shouting at us. The primary reaction that may arise in us is the willingness to 
respond to him at a similar level of tension. As part of our self-control, we hold back this 
reaction. 

 

Self-control is strongly associated with inhibition and suppression of emotions. When your 

emotions are buzzing, but you refrain from showing them, you use your self-control. Self-

regulation is regulating your arousal level through strategies such as conscious prevention 

of stressful situations, modulation of the stress factor, taking rest, etc.     

This is perfectly illustrated by the metaphor of the highway. When you are driving your car 

at a speed of 150 km per hour, you should regularly check the control lights that inform you 

about the condition of the car. In a situation when an indicator light in your car is on, you 

will stop the engine to investigate the situation and avoid the problem. This is how self-

regulation works. 

Whereas self-control is the ability to use the brakes. So when you’re driving your car and 

another one suddenly cuts you up, you will use the brakes. If you speed up a lot and use 

your brakes often, or you drive regardless of your status lights, your car will stop working 

well and will not be ready to go on a long journey. The ability to break is important but it 

can’t be abused.    

The same refers to coping with stress. Self-regulation is consciously recognizing and 

responding to our stress signals so you can regulate your arousal level and feel good. Self-

control, i.e. inhibiting emotions, is also sometimes necessary, but it is important that this is 

not a dominant strategy.   

Self-regulatory strategies are more effective and significantly increase the level of mental 

resilience.  

You can get more information regarding self-regulation in Stuart Shanker’s books:  

Shanker S., Hopkins S.(2019)  Self-Reg Schools: A Handbook for Educators 
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Shanker, S., Barker T. (2016). Self-reg: How to help your child (and you) break the stress cycle 

and successfully engage with life  

 

For adults, self-control works as a safety mechanism in emergency, critical and unexpected 

situations. Thanks to it, the adult usually does not respond by shouting and aggression but 

chooses a different reaction, e.g. takes a deep breath and responds with a calm voice. In a 

child, the mechanisms of braking (self-control) are not yet developed, so he can respond to 

screaming by shouting, beating or running away.   

The ability to inhibit is an advanced executive function that should be associated with the 

ability to regulate emotions. This allows us to implement preventive measures before our 

tension level gets really high. The distinction between self-control and self-regulation is 

important because in self-regulation the emphasis is primarily on knowing the factors that 

cause a stress response in a specific person and not on inhibiting the first reaction (Hopkins, 

Shanker, Leslie, 2017).     

Stress signals are all the information that comes from the body, but also from the mind 
and thanks to which we know that our level of tension is rising. Examples of stress 
signals are the increasing tension in the back muscles, difficulty in breathing deeply, 
automatic thoughts "I will not make it", "I will fail", "I am the worst parent" etc. 

 

Anything can be a stressor. A stressor affecting us makes our level of tension rising. We 
differ a lot from each other. These differences are visible not only in the area of various 
stress signals, but also in the area of stressors. For one person, hunger or lack of sleep 
can be a strong stressor, and for someone else, loud sounds and the feeling that you are 
being judged are a very strong stressor. It is good to remember these differences. 

A. 

 What is needed to implement self-regulation? 

1. No special tools are required 

No special materials or gadgets are needed to practice self-regulation, look for your own 

stress signals, stressors and coping strategies. 

2. Mindfulness and time is all that you need 
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All you need is some time and space within you to stop, reflect and analyze. Sometimes you 

only need a few minutes during the day to deepen your knowledge about yourself and your 

self-regulation and help your child. It is important to observe yourself and your child and 

look for solutions that optimize the level of tension in your daily routine and everyday level 

of tension.   

3. The attitude of acceptance 

The most important factor in looking for stressors, reading stress signals, is the attitude of 

openness and the assumption that everyone, both adults and children, have good intentions 

and strive for harmony and well-being. The fact that your child is screaming or the tension in 

your shoulders can be a great sign showing that there is too much stress and something 

requires to be changed. When you approach these stress signals with gentleness and 

understanding, it will be much easier for you to discover their causes and come up with a 

solution. When you treat these stress signals with tension, “oh, they hurt me again, or they 

scream again…” then you generate additional tension in yourself and in your 

surroundings.Thus you make it even harder to lower your tension level right now and think 

of ways to regulate it in the future.  

Self-control and self-regulation with regards to maintaining the diet 

Self-control can be compared to losing weight with an extreme diet, e.g. drinking coffee and 

eating cabbage for a week. On the first day of such a diet, maybe also on the second and the 

third one, we will stick to strict assumptions. We will control (inhibit) the desire to reach for 

sweet and unhealthy snacks. However, if during these few days we ignore all signals from 

the body that will inform us about having, e.g. not enough protein in the diet, it is very much 

likely that we will reach for an unhealthy snack on the next day.  

So what will a self-regulating diet be? It will be important to be mindful of the signals from 

the body, and well-balanced meals to meet the needs of the whole organism. There are 

currently such guidelines in dietetics: after the detox of the body (elimination of many 

ingredients for a short period of time and complete abandonment of harmful foods), a 

person eats what his body tells him. When the body is cleared of harmful substances, it can 

claim healthy food itself, which provides it with the necessary ingredients.  
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How is self-regulation developed in children? 

Even infants use the regulation mechanism unconsciously. On the one hand, crying is a 

message addressed to an adult, and on the other hand, it is also a way to reduce tension.   

 

The development of self-regulation is a process that we understand as:  

● conscious choice of strategy   

● the ability to stop and reflect 

● information about how is the given person affected by stress, what the source of 

the stress is and what this person's reactions are when the stress is experienced 

 

 

You can start performing exercises with your child already when they are at preschool age, 

which will be the basis for them to notice stress signals more consciously and also use 

various methods of reducing tension. The younger the children are, the more they need 

adult support in the process of regulation. In the course of development and acquiring new 

skills, they learn, check or test their ways to reduce tension, thanks to which their emotional 

regulation skills are developed. 

A real-life example 

I remember well the time when my eldest son was a preschooler. Sometimes it was difficult 

for him, he used to get angry. One day I came up with an idea of a game. We had a deal that 

when I noticed that it was harder for him, I would let him know through a secret password (I 

wonder, if I can share it with you? It's a secret password after all!). Our keyword was "a 

smelly sock." As these words were spoken by me, he would come over to get a hug. At that 

time, he also often asked me to "hug him very tightly". It was a very effective and enjoyable 

stress strategy. I have learned to be a careful observer. I used to notice whenever it was 

getting harder for him and then I reacted. After a short time something happened that 

surprised me a lot: one day he came to me and said "a smelly sock". I was surprised and at 
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the same time it was an extremely important lesson for me: children learn self-regulation in 

relation to adults.  

 
 

Stress signals 

Learning to self-regulate is a process where the first step is to 'recognize signals of stress'. 

This step is really powerful; by putting it down, we turn our attention inwards and check: 

"What's going on with me, how do I feel?"     

 

  Recognizing stress signals is: 

●  checking and monitoring how I feel  

   

●  learning to discover your own stress patterns 

   

●  looking at others taking into consideration the problem of stress 

   

●  supporting others in recognizing stress signals 

 

How to apply it in my life? How can I support my children to learn self-regulation?  

It's a good idea to begin with making a pause and reflecting on your own emotional 

regulation.  

 

A mini exercise of observation and reflection on your own ways of 

regulating emotions 

Try to observe yourself for one day, or now - try to recall, write down or think over the 

answers to the following questions: 
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1. How do you feel in the morning, in the daytime and in the evening? When do you 

feel best, when do you feel tension, when do you feel tired? 

   

2. What situations during the day make you feel irritable? Do you notice any patterns 

e.g. noise, excess duties, a lot of people around etc.? 

   

3. What are your ways to relieve tension and improve your mood? How long do they 

work for you? 

 

My own level of tension and relationships with children 

Such personal experience helps to see the regulation skills from a wider perspective and 

then to implement them in work with children. It is also important with what level of 

tension I  start interacting with my children.  

I keep discovering this dependence in everyday situations, e.g. I try to come home from 

work not feeling hungry.  Why? I know hunger makes me tense. All other stressors are only 

piling up and building up. Then the anger appears. I do not have enough patience then to 

pay attention to the difficulties and challenges of my children. I feel tense and the things 

that usually don't matter to me become annoying now.  

Additionally, my tension affects children. I don't have to talk about the tension I feel: the 

tone of my voice changes, as well as my way of moving and my facial expressions. Children, 

often unconsciously, pick up such non-verbal cues… as signals that it is dangerous! Then 

children may start behaving in a fearful or aggressive manner as this is how they deal with 

the signal that their mother is upset. 

In this way, a spiral of winding each other into increasing tension could be created. 

  

Behavior as the tip of the iceberg 

The iceberg metaphor is extremely helpful for me in the process of learning self-regulation. 

Knowing that the behavior of children, as well as mine and others, is just the tip of the 

iceberg, that there are so many different stressors beneath it, helps me to broaden my 

perspective and see more than my own emotions. And yet, often in situations where we feel 

a strong tension, we can interpret various behaviors as malicious, directed against us. 
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That is why I encourage you to wear self-regulating glasses in situations when it gets difficult 

for you.  

A real-life example 

Some time ago, I used to feel a great annoyance that I would bring home with me when 

coming back from my work. Just as I started learning about self-regulation, I discovered that 

it was a signal of stress. I looked under the surface of my own behavior and I noticed that it 

was my fatigue plus the excess of people in the means of public transportation, which made 

me feel so irritable. Since then, I try to come back home in a different way than by a tram or 

a bus.   

 

Stress signals in children. 

It is good to start learning self-regulation by observing yourself. On the one hand, this allows 

you to deepen your knowledge about yourself, and on the other hand, it can be extremely 

helpful in coping with your own tension. Once you've tested yourself to see how it works, 

you may find yourself wanting to show your children how self-regulation can support them, 

no matter what their age is!  

Even young children can be encouraged to pause and recognize signs of stress. Initially, it 

is difficult for younger children to understand the concept of stress and self-regulation, so 

it is worth passing it in a way that can be pictorial, fun and interesting. 

This could be done, e.g., using a thermometer and a rising temperature metaphor, which 

helps to understand how stressors can affect us. 

I present stressors as various types of bacteria and viruses. These can cause your body 

temperature to rise, finally resulting in a fever. This will be due to the body's immune 

system response. The higher the body temperature is, the more difficult it can be to lower 

it. When you have a high fever, it is hard to think, you do not have the strength for various 

activities (and children do not have the strength to play).   

It's a similar mechanism to stress. It is worth understanding the signals of the body and 
mind in order to react to them in time before it gets too late.  
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Children are eager to reflect on their own stress signals. If you want, you can try to draw a 

thermometer and talk to your child about how we act under stress. You can also share your 

own experience, tell the child how you recognize tension and how you deal with it, as well 

as how you strengthen your mental resilience to "prevent infection".  

Searching for stress signals with children over 6 years of age - mini-

stories 

The stories of other children who experience various stress signals related to the role of a 

student are helpful in educating school children about self-regulation. Such an exercise can 

help to understand what the stress signals are:   

Ola came home after school. She was very tired. It was a hard day. At school, she was 

rehearsing for a play for the next day. She was the narrator ... She liked the role ... but was 

worried at the same time. She wondered if she could handle it and would not forget the text 

she had been repeating for several weeks. She lay down on the bed and suddenly she felt a 

headache. Usually, when she got home, she used to be very hungry. This time she lost her 

appetite totally. She had many different thoughts in her head ...    

- What do you think were Ola's stress signals? 

 

Paul woke up early in the morning. He wanted to sleep a little more, but he couldn't. He had 

a lot of thoughts in his mind. He was to sit an important exam today. He was preparing for it 

for several months. He got out of the bed and said „Good morning” to his parents. He felt 

irritated by his mother's questions about his mood. He had two glasses of water and had no 

appetite at all. He felt a little dizzy and wondered how he would do. He felt he couldn't 

remember anything and it was hard for him to concentrate. 

- What do you think Paul's stress signals were? 

Starting children’s search for stress signals by telling or reading these types of stories can 

help them understand the mechanism of stress. Basing on the stories will make it easier for 

children to talk about their own stress signals. During such a conversation we can put a 

large sheet of paper on the floor and ask the child to lie down on it. Then we outline the 

silhouette of the child's body and ask him to mark places where stress or pain could be 

felt.        
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It is much easier for children to define how they feel relating to specific situations that have 

happened to them. Therefore, it is worth encouraging the child to recall a specific situation 

first, and only then to discuss where, in which part of the body, he felt tension / anger, etc.  

Looking for stress signals with younger children (under the age of 6) 

Is the knowledge of self-regulation unhelpful with regards to younger children? Definitely 

not! As a child is growing older, the form and the way of applying this knowledge is only 

changing. The younger the child is the greater would be the need for support from the 

caregiver. By receiving this support the child learns to regulate in a relationship with the 

caregiver.   

The caregiver's attention to stress signals is extremely important here. It can be difficult at 

the beginning. 

The story of a mother of a 2-year-old girl:  

The mom, after having read a book on the subject of self-regulation, wanted to apply it at 

her home: she wanted to learn about her own stress signals and learn more about her baby 

daughter's signals. The beginnings were not easy. She did not always have the resources to 

keep a close eye on the baby. Sometimes she found it hard to spot any signs showing a 

tension in the baby. Over time she accepted this and realized that helping the child to learn 

self-regulation was a long journey. 

 

The internal pressure that we sometimes create for ourselves or succumb to the pressure 

from the outside does not serve us. So, I would encourage you to watch your child when you 

have the opportunity.    

 

Find out how you feel 

You can start recognizing stress signals by practicing mindfulness. Thanks to such exercises, 

adults and children can perceive the signals of their tension. And thanks to the ability to 

recognize the first signals of tension, you have the ability to act adequately. 
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Just like at the doctor: before we start treatment, diagnosis is important, and in the case of 

self-regulation, it is extremely important to know your own signals in order to undertake 

various activities that will help reduce stress.   

Adults, especially parents burdened with many duties, often live on the run, shifting 

attention between the first, the second or the tenth task. This can cause overload and may 

reduce the level of their life energy: physical (in the sense of strength) and mental, i.e. 

resources related to emotions, motivation and concentration. 

How to implement specific exercises with children? 

Practicing mindfulness often doesn't require any special gadgets. It is worth remembering 

that the younger the children are, the more they would need so-called "concrete things". 

Therefore, if we want to encourage them to do some breathing exercises - it is good to show 

them the mechanism by asking them to imagine: a candle, a dandelion or a balloon.  

Children willingly accept this type of invitations to exercise, for example: 

An exercise with a child: Imagine blowing a balloon  

" I wonder if you could imagine a balloon. Tell me what this balloon looks like.  

(...) 

My balloon is green with pink flowers on it .. Can you tell me what your balloon looks 

like?  

(...) 

Thank you, now imagine that you put your lips to the balloon and inflate it. You can 

see this balloon growing with each breath. Oh, look, on mine all the flowers are 

bigger and on yours ...? (...) 

   

There are a few rules to remember when you encourage your children to practice exercises 

helping them to focus on the here and now: 
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1. Tell the children what is the purpose of the exercise 

2. Practice exercises when the child's tension level is moderate or low        

3. Remember that the younger the child is, the more he needs a specific task as a form 
of fun with the support from an adult     
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Searching for sources of stress 

After the first stage, which is noticing stress signals, it is time to look for sources of tension. 

Stuart Shanker suggests 5 domains to look for sources of stress: biological, emotional, 

cognitive, social and prosocial.  

 

5 domains of sources of stress 

biological emotional cognitive social prosocial 

 

  

 

The Biological Domain 

It is worth starting the search for sources of stress from the biological domain because 

stress from the level of unsatisfied biological needs can be really heavy. It can also 

substantially affect other stressors, enhancing their perception by increasing, for example, 

sensitivity to some social issues. These stressors are connected to physiology and 
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physicality, senses and body. Sometimes they are neglected, forgotten, even though they 

can greatly increase tension.  

Examples of biological stressors include hunger, thirst, fatigue, lack of exercise, excess 

activity, uncomfortable clothing, etc. 

A real-life example from the author’s practice 

Once I remember a conversation with a mother whose daughter used to get very upset in the 

changing room of the kindergarten, right after finishing her classes. In short, the situation 

was full of tension, especially as it was happening on a daily basis. Then, I asked this mother 

what the girl eats in kindergarten, what she drinks, whether she is active.Her mom replied 

that according to her and the teachers everything was fine. They were advised to consult a 

psychologist, assuming that this anger required the support of a specialist in the field of 

emotions. Then I suggested to this mother that she should take another look at the 

"biological area". As part of checking for biological stress, mom brought her daughter a 

sandwich and some drinking water. They sat down in the cloakroom, ate, talked, hugged and 

just set off. Before, their way home, which was less than 500 meters away, used to take 

them over half an hour. There used to be a lot of tension and stress. On the day when this 

mother decided to check if it was not about the biological area, some "magic" happened - as 

this mom herself described it. The girl put on her shoes and went home with her mother 

without a trace of anger. 

Adults in their everyday struggle are also unaware of the tension associated with unmet 

biological needs. A headache that occurs in the evening may mean that we didn't drink 

enough during the day or that our diet is not balanced or we ate irregularly. It may be the 

same for children. Therefore, it is worth considering the biological domain while searching 

for causes of the difficult conditions, thoughts and emotions both in yourself and children, 

e.g. fatigue, insomnia, irritability, increased vulnerability, negative thinking. 

 

The Emotional Domain 

Emotions we are experiencing can also be a source of stress, not only a part of the stress 

response. When you are feeling certain emotions, you may become stressed with them and 

feel more tense, which may cause the emotions to become more intense and negative. 
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Parent's emotions can be a source of tension in a child, and a child's emotions can make the 

parent stressed out. 

Anger is an emotion that we often think of as very intense and hard to miss. Experiencing 

anger can be a source of tension for a child (and an adult). However, it is worth 

remembering that not only anger, sadness or jealousy can also be a challenge for a child. 

Emotions that we associate positively, such as excitement and joy, can also burden the child 

and the adult, which is something we often forget about. 

Could you remember your excitement before Christmas when you were a child? Waiting 

time. Children's joy, excitement and time to unwrap presents. Then there was 

disappointment, sadness, sometimes crying or irritation. This excitement and joy could also 

be a stressor that burdened the child's nervous system.   

Fear about something, anxiety, which on the one hand may appear in a child's life in a 

natural way, may be related to its development (e.g. fear of the darkness, catastrophe, 

death) may also burden the child. Children do not always express this anxiety directly, 

sometimes they do not talk about it at all, but they experience it and it is not easy for them.  

A real-life example: 

Zosia (4 y.o.) was about to meet a new friend. Her mother's friend and her daughter Maja, 

who was at Zosia's age, were both to visit them. Zosia talked to her mother about this 

meeting and with a smile she was impatiently looking forward to this. However, when the 

meeting finally took place, Zosia's level of tension was very high. So high that she couldn't 

come off her mom’s lap for an hour. Her mom also started to get upset about Zosia's 

behavior. Unfortunately, after an hour, Maja and her mother had to leave unexpectedly. The 

girls didn’t even have the opportunity to play together. It was the reason for Zosia's great 

resentment.   

  

The Cognitive Domain 

Tasks that require our thinking, logic and remembering may also become a source of 

tension. Some examples here could be concentration problems, memory problems, too 

much material, not knowing how to learn, how to master the material. These stressors can 

arise from the cognitive level of our mind.  
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Low self-esteem is also a stressor that is associated with cognitive functioning and may 

increase the level of general tension. For younger children, the stressor, for example, may 

be a difficulty of understanding complex instructions, not knowing a word, or sometimes 

having difficulty expressing what they feel. 

Young children have limited ability to concentrate and kindergarten teachers know this and 

plan mini-exercises lasting for a few minutes each. After this period of time, children may 

become bored, impatient and simply get distracted. Some children, even older ones, may 

have some difficulties in concentrating or memorising. When you ask them to get more 

focused, you only increase the level of stress they are experiencing. Sometimes children 

need something to help them concentrate: the silence around, or on the contrary the noise. 

Some children would be able to concentrate on quiet tasks, others would rather need to be 

on the move all the time.   

An example: “Naughty boy” 

Antek, (described in the book “Self- regulation- stories for children” (Polish 

title:"Samoregulacja- Opowieści dla Dzieci") written by Agnieszka Stążka - Gawrysiak), was 

not able to sit still when a teacher in the kindergarten was reading a book to children. 

Fortunately, a teacher asked the boy what he usually did when he wanted to focus. The 

answer was: he was running or jumping up. In kindergarten it was impossible, so the teacher 

offered him to rock in the chair or jump on a rubber ball while listening to a fairy tale.  

An example: “Tired mum” 

One mother said that when someone asked her to remember or solve a seemingly small task 

in the evening after a hard day, she bursted out with anger. Otherwise, she would be happy 

to do these tasks.   

An example:” Tidy house” 

One mother felt very uncomfortable with the fact that her house was not as clean and tidy 

as it had been before the birth of the children. She tried very hard to keep things clean, but 

with two toddlers and a cat it was a difficult task. Her husband supported her in these 

efforts, but the day was too short for both of them. She tried to arrange help for herself, but 

the effect was not what she expected. When she examined herself what bothered her the 

most, what caused such discomfort, it turned out that these were her childhood beliefs about 

having a perfectly tidy house. She has worked on changing her beliefs (which was not easy) 

and the mess in the house is less of a problem for her. Of course, both parents try to keep 

their house tidy but the everyday mess is not causing her so much stress as it used to before.           
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The social and Prosocial Domain 

Among social stressors, we can distinguish those related to relationships with others. A child 

and an adult may experience stress among a group of people connected with: meeting new 

people, ignorance of social rules in a given group, lack of relationships with these people, 

difficulty in establishing relationships, conflicts, exclusion from the group, etc.   

  

 

Examples: 

1. Adaptation to a new place 

Coming to the sandpit and playing with the new children can be as stressful for a child as it is 

for some adults to meet new people at the party. Adaptation at school can be as difficult  as 

the adaptation in a new job or giving a presentation to a group of unknown people. For 

some children and adults, these factors may be less stressful and for others are very 

stressful.   

2. Social shame 

One dad told a story about his mom, who was super sensitive about keeping her house tidy, 

when guests visited her. Her home had to be perfectly clean. Even before his schoolmates 

came in, he had to clean his room, corridor and his mother took care of a kitchen and a 

bathroom. As a result, they rarely invited guests, because it involved a great organizational 

effort. His mother felt ashamed in front of other people. The stress resulting from the fact 

that the guests may notice something undesirable was enormous and paralyzed her and her 

family.  

Shanker sees pro-social factors in people's ability to empathize and the need to be noticed. 

Sometimes a child may get stressed because his mom is worried. At other times, he may feel 

sad and angry because the caretaker does not give him as much attention as he needs.  

Example: 

Filip, described in Agnieszka Stążka Gawrysiak's book "Self-regulation- stories for children”, 

stood a leg to a stranger girl and then lied to his mother about it. He did all these because 

previously his mother had ignored his acrobatics at the playground. When finally a calm 

adult was able to notice his real needs and gave him attention by watching him balancing on 
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top of the special construction at the playground, the child calmed down and apologized for 

his previous misbehavior. As a result, he also became more calm and cooperative.  

When your child is sick or suffering, you are probably stressed and get upset easily - it is also 

a symptom of the tension caused by the empathy towards your child.  

Why is it important to identify and name the stressors? 

Looking at each domain and searching for stressors that may have increased the overall 

level of tension helps to implement a tension reduction strategy that takes into account 

various stressors.  

How to search for your own sources of stress? 

Firstly, it is worth making a pause and recalling the situation, which was difficult for us. It 

may be a situation when we felt like we had a lot of anger inside or something happened 

that was very difficult for us. It may be helpful to describe such a situation on a piece of 

paper and then analyze each group of stressors.  

How can children be taught to look for sources of stress? 

Schoolchildren are eager to look for sources of stress but they often require the support of 

adults. It can be helpful here to describe a child's story to them in order to look for the 

stressors which created a tension.   

Ola was late for her first lesson. All because she had overslept! Unfortunately, it was one of 

those days when Ola was home alone in the morning. Her mom started work at 6 am. When 

Ola finally woke up it was already 7.50 a.m. and before she got dressed and ran to school it 

was 8.15 a.m.! Due to all this rush she had forgotten to take her wallet with her and she 

hadn’t had breakfast as well. During the second lesson, a teacher asked her to solve a math 

task on the blackboard. When Ola got up from the bench, she stepped over her backpack 

and fell on the floor. Then she felt so angry that she couldn't take it any more. She sat down 

on the floor and began to cry.  

Now let's try to look for the stressors that influenced Ola? 

Try to remember a situation which was difficult for you. What influenced you? 
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Stress reduction 

Once you can spot stress signals, or signals from your body telling you that your tension is 

growing, and you can identify what stressors (external and internal factors) have caused it, 

then the next step is to reduce the stress. 

It is important that this stress reduction follows up the recognition of stressors because it is 

possible to prepare strategies that will help us adequately influence a given stressor. 

How to reduce particular stressors? 

By reducing or minimizing the impact of stressors on us, we can act from several levels:  

1) preventive actions (strategies) (the so-called cold actions),  

2) strategies when we observe an increase in tension (the so-called warm actions)  

3) and the hot actions, i.e. when there is already a high level of tension.  

In the case of children the last two strategies would often require the support of the 

caregiver. 

Cold preventive actions: 

The first is related to equipping the adult and the child with various strategies that they can 

use to minimize the effects of stressors and how they can act when they start to feel higher 

tension. This is also a time for psychoeducation, for deepening the knowledge of how the 

mind and body work. 

Preventive measures are especially important in the case of biological stress. When hunger, 

thirst or rest is neglected, it is difficult to quickly restore the body's well-being. The tension 

associated with these stressors can lead to a downward spiral. For example dehydration can 

cause a headache, and drinking a lot of water at once will not help. Similarly, stressors such 

as noise, too intense lighting, excess stimuli or, on the contrary, sensory deprivation are 

better regulated at the level of prevention, because they will exhaust the nervous system 

and cause a lot of tension.  
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How to support children in finding a tension reduction strategy? 

It is worth remembering that each of us has different preferences and we are often very 

varied in what helps us. It is the same with children, so it is worthwhile to focus on openness 

when looking for various strategies of tension reduction. Checking what helps me and what 

doesn't.  

It is worth remembering that we can view the reduction of tension from two perspectives. 

On the one hand, it is learning new strategies so that we will be able to use them in a „high 

voltage” situation. On the other hand, reducing tension is sometimes a long search for 

strategies to help, testing those strategies and reconsidering what might be helpful. 

As adults, we often focus on cognitive strategies for reducing tension, i.e. we explain the 

causes to ourselves and the child, try to change the meaning, use mindfulness techniques, 

etc. It is worth remembering that loss of tension (also coming from emotions) can be 

relieved by some sort of physical activity. Hence yoga, qigong exercises are recommended 

for adults and children but also activities such as blowing a balloon or candles, jumping, 

hitting a pillow.  
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Regeneration  

The last element that is important and necessary in the context of acquiring new regulatory 

skills is…. taking the rest. 

It seems so simple, but often even the children can be left cornered. Many adults also 

struggle a lot with recovery. We often use methods that were supposed to regenerate us, 

but reality shows that it is not the case. Often many of us, after a hard day, reach for the 

phone in the evening. Then we browse Facebook or Instagram. We fire up the application 

with "only 15 minutes" in mind and an hour later we view new posts, photos and other 

content available on social media. Eventually, we end up the day even more tired. Our eyes 

and head may hurt. We are far away from feeling regenerated. Children can also fall into 

similar traps.  

It is here how to really relax and how to support yourself and your children in finding ways 

to regenerate. 

We encourage you, as a parent, to observe yourself and see which activities can help you 

really to get relaxed. Also observe your children to know after which activities they are more 

relaxed and which activities make them more tense.  

It is worth encouraging children (including younger ones) to reflect on what helps us rest. 

When the child is relaxed and in a good mood, it is worth commenting:  

“Look how you put the puzzle together. It makes you keep smiling all the time.”  

“I’ve noticed that when you had an argument with your sister, you went to paste and draw 

afterwards. I guess such tasks help you calm down and feel better, don’t they? " 

Older children should be encouraged to experiment and monitor what helps children and 

adults to rest and recharge their batteries. Often, children may say that playing computer 

games or watching cartoons help them regenerate. It is worth listening to their ideas openly 

and encouraging them to experiment and write down their observations. 

  

Exercise: a sample experiment “No phone after 7 p.m.” 
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After 7pm put your phone aside until the next morning. This exercise has 2 parts: the first to 

be done in the evening, and the second to be done the next morning. 

1 st part to be completed in the evening:  

1. What were you doing instead of using the phone? 

2. Mark on a scale of 1-10 how much you enjoyed this activity 

3. Did you reach for the phone instinctively? 

4. What helped you to stop? 

 

2nd part to be completed the next morning: 

1. Mark how relaxed you are on a scale of 1-10 

2. Have you noticed any difference in the way you feel? 

 

Such an exercise can be an interesting start to a discussion about taking the rest. It is also 

worth encouraging children (and parents as well) to create “a regeneration list”. On such a 

list, all ideas and ways to recharge the battery can be found. 

Summary - a few tips at the end 

Children learn about self-regulation in their relationship with adults. The younger the child 

is, the greater is the need for the support of a parent, a teacher or a specialist. It is worth 

remembering that older children may also need help and support while learning to 

recognize their stress signals, stressors, and to look for ways to reduce tension or to 

regenerate. 

It's important to remember that learning self-regulation is a process that can be started at 

any age. Taking a break, discovering new, previously unknown information about ourselves, 

which deepens our self-awareness, may be the beginning of an extraordinary adventure. 

Children learn about self-regulation in their relationship with adults.  

Adults should help and support children of all ages while learning to recognize their stress 

signals and stressors. 

Adults should help and support children to look for ways to reduce tension or to 

regenerate. 

Learning self-regulation is a process that can be started at any age. 
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With self-regulation we can discover new information about ourselves and deepen our 

self-awareness. 
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